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Private: Tardis
Bookmark Pattern!

AUGUST 14, 2014  / ABIDAZZ83 /
So here is the Tardis bookmark I promised, Here is what the
fnished product should look like
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To make this Tardis Bookmark
you will need the following: -

size . 2mm (uk) hook (I always use this one to do my
amigurumi, I do however tend to crochet tightly!)
Thread needle, you know those horrid ones with the
tiniest of eyes 
Yarn needle (for weaving in ends)
blue yarn (as nearest to tardis colour as you can get, I like
using royal blue type blue!)
White Yarn (this is for the top of the bookmark and the
stringy bit!)
 
Small piece of felt so you can make two small windows
to sew on tothe tardis

 
Blue sewing thread for sewing on the windows

Patience 

**Guage – Doesn’t matter you can make this as big or as small
as you like, depending on how big your book is I guess 

 

Let’s get started.

I crochet using American Terms but U.K. hook sizes!

The one pictured I did a little larger than usual so I’m going
to tell you how to do the one in the picture, once you try it
you will see how easy it is to adapt it 

Ch11
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This is what it should look like once you have completed

Part 1 (I added my string on first but you can do your later
it’s fine!)

Ch11
sc in 2nd from hook
you should now have 10 sc

Keep going for approx 11 rows, ch 1 turn sc in 2nd stitch

Now this is the most tricky part, on the next row skip the 2nd
stitch and sc crochet along until you come to the one before
the last stitch,

sc in that one then turn,

ch1 and skip ,

repeat this  every row until you have approx 4 st left on a
row,

then change colour to white

sc in the next two centre stitches, then sc once in the centre of
both stitches and leave long tail, then fasten off.

You should have something resembeling this!
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Now cut out your felt windows

sew them on, like this, if you start from the back and go into
the centre then sew upwards to make a line then go back into
the centre and go below, then repeat from the sides it should
look something like this. As you can see my windows aren’t
perfectly straight but I don’t mind that, if I made one for my
hubby or to sell however they would be super straight  I
did trim the windows after thought 
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tie the string
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See it looks much neater with
the windows straightened out
a bit doesn’t it?

Don’t worry if there is a bit of a
curl that is fine, you can
always dry steam it (just make
sure it doesn’t get wet or the
stitches will flatten and it
won’t be as nice!)

weave in ends, and use 

Your welcome and thanks, any problems please comment
and I will get back to you asap! Thanks or message me on
Raverly (http://www.ravelry.com/people/happymommy83)
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